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Lucky Eagle Tattoo lands in Brookings
New tattoo shop combines traditional, modern artwork
Olson returns to College of Nursing as interim dean
UNIVERSITY MARKETING 
& COMMUNICATIONS
Dean and Professor Emerita 
Roberta Olson, who served as 
the dean of South Dakota State’s 
College of Nursing from 1994 to 
2013, will serve as interim dean 
of the college starting May 1.
Olson replaces Nancy Fahr-
enwald, who replaced Olson as 
dean, and will become the dean 
of the College of Nursing at Tex-
as A&M in June.
“We are very fortunate 
and thankful to have Roberta 
step into the interim dean role 
during this time of transition,” 
said Dennis Hedge, provost and 
vice president for academic af-
fairs. “Dr. Olson is very respect-
ed on campus and throughout 
the state. Her continued rela-
tionships with health-care in-
dustry leaders will allow the 
transition to be seamless and 
maintain the momentum we 
have had in our college of nurs-
ing for decades. That momen-
tum has allowed our universi-
ty to be a leader in educating 
generations of health-care pro-
fessionals while conducting the 
type of research and outreach 
that impacts lives.”
Olson will serve in the inter-
im role until a national search 
can be conducted and perma-
nent replacement named, ac-
cording to Hedge.
“I am honored to be invit-
ed to return to serve in this very 
important position,“ said Olson, 
a Groton native and State grad-
uate. “I look forward to return-
ing to a role where we experi-
enced many successes and al-
lowed a culture of innovation to 
provide opportunities for stu-
dents, faculty and researchers to 
change and advance health care 
in the state and region. Many of 
those same people are at State 
and it will be rewarding to work 
alongside of them again and 
continue to meet those chal-
lenges.”
Continued to A3
EMILY De WAARD
Editor-in-Chief
N estled right between Party Depot and Main Street Pub is Brook-ings’ newest hidden 
gem: Lucky Eagle Tattoo Com-
pany.
Lucky Eagle moved to 
Brookings a few months ago 
from Watertown, setting up 
shop at 408 Main Ave.
Co-owners Josh Birrittieri 
and Dustin ‘DJ’ Eckman only 
met a few weeks before becom-
ing business partners and open-
ing shop. 
“Josh wanted to expand and 
I was looking to start a new 
business, so we were both actu-
ally looking at this building for a 
shop and the landlord connect-
ed us,” Eckman said.
Birrittieri, originally from 
San Antonio, first opened Lucky 
Eagle two years ago in Water-
town, where he not only worked, 
but lived — sleeping on an air 
mattress at night after closing. 
Eckman, from Columbus, 
Ohio, also has experience op-
erating a tattoo shop, having 
owned one himself in Sioux 
Falls prior. He also has a busi-
ness degree from Lake Area 
Technical Institute.
“He’s the business one, I’m 
the free spirit,” Birrittieri said.
Since opening in Brookings, 
Watertown’s Lucky Eagle had 
to close its doors when the art-
ist overseeing operations moved 
out of state.
The pair said it only took 
about three weeks from decid-
ing to go into business togeth-
er to opening their doors. Both 
have owned and operated tat-
too shops in the past and had 
much of their own equipment, 
furniture and know-how to get a 
shop up and running.
While still working to build 
their clientele base in Brook-
ings, Birrittieri said clients have 
followed them from Sioux Falls, 
Watertown and surrounding ar-
eas because of the shop’s time in 
Watertown and participation in 
regional conventions.
It only took four days after 
their soft opening at the end of 
January for their first custom-
er to walk in the doors, Eck-
man said, and interest has been 
steadily growing ever since. 
Junior sports management 
major Aristarchus Payton stum-
bled upon Lucky Eagle while 
eating downtown and decided 
to check it out. He ended up get-
ting a tattoo from Eckman.
“He is very light handed and 
pays attention to detail,” Payton 
said. “My tattoo only took about 
30 minutes and I am greatly 
satisfied. I truly trust him as an 
artist now.”
Despite its downtown lo-
cation, Lucky Eagle isn’t in the 
business of tattooing drunk pa-
trons, which is part of why they 
close their doors at 8 p.m. 
Although they’ve only just 
opened shop in Brookings, Bir-
rittieri and Eckman have their 
sights set on expanding.
“We want to be a company, 
Lucky Eagle Tattoo Company, 
not just a shop,” Eckman said. 
“We want to potentially be the 
first tattoo chain in this area.”
Lucky Eagle is the second 
tattoo shop in Brookings, and 
Payton is happy to see more tat-
tooists come to town.
“Brookings is a college town, 
so each year freshmen come 
with aspirations to get pierc-
ings and hidden tattoos,” Payton 
said. “Having a local tattoo par-
lor with reliable artists is a big 
deal.”
Both artists specialize in tra-
ditional Americana style, char-
acterized by bold lining, and 
harsh colors and dimensions. 
Continued to A3
Long-time CFO 
Tschetter retires
GARRETT AMMESMAKI
News Editor
After 36 years as chief financial 
officer and holding various oth-
er titles, Wesley Tschetter is re-
tiring from his position as vice 
president of finance and busi-
ness at South Dakota State.
He has worked under six dif-
ferent presidents during his ten-
ure and oversaw roughly $175 
million worth of investments 
into SDSU infrastructure; in-
cluding student residence halls, 
The Union, the Wellness Center 
and dining services, according 
to a press release from SDSU. 
“The bottom line is I’ve had 
just an exciting time,” Tschetter 
said. “There have been very, very 
few days I didn’t look forward to 
going to work.”
Tschetter said the most 
memorable experience of his ca-
reer has been building relation-
ships with campus constituents, 
alumni, the Foundation, officials 
in Pierre, the Board of Regents 
and SDSU staff.
Working at SDSU has been a 
professionally rewarding experi-
ence, Tschetter said, due in large 
part to SDSU’s history of leader-
ship, and an overall “congenial” 
relationship between staff at all 
levels. 
President Barry Dunn has 
worked with Tschetter for more 
than six years, ever since Dunn 
was dean of agriculture. 
What stands out to him 
most, he said, is Tschetter’s hon-
esty, commitment to the better-
ment of students and his love of 
SDSU.
“When I became president 
he pledged to me that he’d stay 
for another year to help me out, 
and he ended up staying for 
two,” Dunn said. “I think we’ll all 
miss him a great deal. He’s more 
than a colleague; he’s a friend, 
and I think hundreds of people 
on campus feel that way.”
Tschetter’s will officially be 
retired in June, and though he 
is going to do some traveling, he 
doesn’t plan on completely stop-
ping his work with SDSU fi-
nances. He has collected more 
than 50 years of SDSU financial 
information and plans on put-
ting it into a searchable manu-
script for the Briggs Library ar-
chives. 
“I’ve been storing finance in-
formation for a very long time,” 
he said, “and I think it ought to 
be documented.” 
The information includes 
a history of different programs 
that have come and gone, as well 
as the bond financing systems. 
Since he was hired, Tschet-
ter said his primary goal as both 
vice president of business and fi-
nance, as well as chief financial 
officer, was for SDSU “to main-
tain, and operate at, a high lev-
el of efficiency and credibility in 
our business practices.” 
“That would be my mission 
statement,” Tschetter said. 
Tschetter is a South Dako-
ta native and graduated from 
SDSU with a degree in engi-
neering in 1969. He earned his 
master’s degree in business ad-
ministration from the University 
of South Dakota and went on to 
work in financing for the South 
Dakota legislature for 11 years. 
He began working at SDSU 
in 1982 when he was hired by 
then-president Sherwood Berg. 
Wesley Tschetter
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Lucky Eagle Tattoo Company is a new shop in downtown Brookings. Josh Birrittieri (left) and Dustin “DJ” Eckman are co-owners and artists. They specialize in traditional and 
neo-traditional Americana style tattoos. The shop is open 12 to 8 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday.
Roberta Olson
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03.18.18
•12:27 a.m. @ 1026 9th 
Ave. Drunkenness
•3:01a.m. @ Pierson Hall.
Disorderly Conduct
03.19.18
•9:01 a.m. @ 621 32ND 
AVE, Whiskey Creek. Drug-
Narc Violations
•3:56 p.m. @ Berg 
Agricultural Hall.Theft-All/
Other
03.21.18
•9:22 a.m. @ Hansen. 
Hyde Ben Reifel Hall. 
Miscellaneous Incident
•10:54 p.m. @ 947 
Jackrabbit Ave. Suspicious 
Persons/Vehicle.
03.22.18
•10:54 p.m. @ Jackrabbit 
Ave. Suspicious Persons/
Vehicle.
03.24.18
• 1:53 a.m. @ Morrill Hall. 
Miscellaneous Incident.
03.25.18
• 10:07 a.m. @ Binnewies 
Hall. Underage Purchase 
or Possession of Alcoholic 
Beverages.
03.26.18
• 2:13 a.m. @ Hansen Hall. 
Int Damage/Vandalism.
• 6:20 p.m. @ Meadows 
North. Drug/Narc Violations.
03.28.18
• 2:53 p.m. @ 1727 8th St. 
Miscellaneous Incident. 
• 6:00 p.m. @ Southeast 
Lot. Miscellaneous 
Incident.
03.30.18
• 9:33 a.m. @ Pierson Hall. 
Intentional Damage to 
Property $400 or less.
DAILY CRIME LOG
HELP WANTED / SERVICES 
OFFERED
Help Wanted: Carpet Cleaning 
Technician. Temporary position 
for summer, May to August. 
Will train the right person. 
$13/hour. Call 605.690.3478
FOR RENT
2 and 3 bedroom townhomes 
with 2 baths for rent on the 
edge of SDSU campus.  Many 
amenities including off-street 
parking, on-site laundry, 
dishwasher, skylight, newer 
carpet.  www.skylightrentals.
net (605) 691-7612.
2 Bedroom main floor apart-
ment in a house located near 
Medary and 3rd St. Open 
June 1. $660 per month plus 
utilities - owner pays water, 
sewer & garbage. tenant pays 
electric (605) 884-6161.
CLASSIFIEDS
stuff. 
6     “Dolores” Film With Latin American Student Association!
        7pm Union Market 
7     Spectacular Basketball Show At State A Thon!
         8 pm Union Volstorff Ballroom 
13  UPC Bubble Soccer See it to believe it!
         4pm Binnewies Green 
14  Outdoor Programs: Camp & Paddle
        More info at facebook.com/sdstatewellnesscenter
HUNTER DUNTEMAN
Reporter
The “Five minutes with” series 
focuses on an SDSU faculty, 
student or member of the 
Brookings community. The 
interviewer spends five minutes 
speaking with a person to learn 
their specialty or something they 
are passionate about.
Q: For a student who 
is interested in taking 
your classes, what is 
your recommendation?
A: You have to like learning 
about the past. Even if you hate 
ancient history, but you love 
modern history, you can take 
modern history classes. The 
upper-level classes go into detail 
and you have to be interested 
in the area. The more general 
ones, the ones everyone takes 
are Western Civ I and II or US 
History I or II, your basic SGR 
classes. If you do spend the time 
and read about the history and 
pay attention to who it is you’re 
learning about, and where and 
when and why you’re learning 
about this stuff, you can actually 
find parallels to anything in your 
life. Society is cyclical, you know 
the old saying you’re doomed to 
repeat the past if you don’t know 
what you did wrong. Even if you 
don’t have a passion for history, 
you’ll always get something 
out of it if you take the time to 
appreciate what the professors 
and textbooks are trying to 
convey to you. 
Dr. Graham Wrightsonwith
Dr. Graham Wrightson is 
a professor in the History 
Department at SDSU.
5 minutes
Q: Do you think that 
teaching hands-on is the 
best method?
A: I think it is. All of the students 
in that class kept coming all the 
time, they didn’t miss classes 
because it was actually fun to 
go and do stuff. You got to see 
what you did with your hands 
afterward. You read about 
weaving and dressmaking and 
you know these things when you 
read about history, but you never 
experience or grasp how hard 
these things are. Some people 
went in and discovered they had 
a talent for weaving. We had one 
student who had never done it 
before, but then he decided to 
make his project weaving and 
he ended up making, like, a belt 
and stuff. People discovered that 
it’s actually quite fun to do these 
things, really brings to light what 
you’re doing. 
A: The job market is terrible for 
professors, especially in history. 
Of all the people who get Ph.D.s 
in history, less than 20 percent get 
a job out of it. You have to make 
sure, when you’re doing your 
Ph.D., that you’re doing stuff to 
make yourself employable. So I 
knew, being in Canada, it would 
be very hard for me to get back in 
the British job market because of 
the differences in the education 
systems. I knew I was pretty 
much limited to North America. I 
applied for like 45 jobs in one year 
and the only one that gave me a 
face-to-face interview was (SDSU). 
I got two other job interviews, I 
had one phone interview and one 
other application where I got to 
the second round. Three out of 
45. It’s just a terrible job market, 
so you have to really build your 
resume while you’re in grad school 
to make yourself as employable as 
possible.
Q: What is the value in 
teaching ancient Greek 
military history today?
A: Teaching ancient history in 
general is that everything comes 
from there. The further back 
you go the more you can trace 
influences. The influences today 
from Rome are countless: the legal 
system, the language, through 
to traditional ways of viewing 
things. Everything comes from 
the Greeks, the Romans, even 
the Egyptians. It’s interesting to 
compare long-term. People don’t 
change; the actual characteristics 
of humans don’t change over 
time. We’re all human, whether 
we’re born 4000 years ago or now.
You can understand the human 
experience more from looking at 
history. 
Collegian photo by JENNY NGUYEN
Graham Wrightson shows some of the weapons students made last semester for one 
of his classes, which focused on ancient Greek military history April 3.
Q: What brought you to Brookings?
A: I grew up in Nuneaton which is 
a small town just outside Coventry 
which is, you know, 20 minutes 
or so from Birmingham which is 
the biggest city in the U.K. after 
London. We moved to South 
Wales for my dad’s job when I 
was 10, my parents still live in the 
same house now 25 years later. I 
came over here to do my master’s 
in Canada just because I didn’t 
want to get a real job — I wanted 
to carry on being a student and my 
grades having wasted my time for 
two years in my undergrad weren’t 
sufficient to do graduate studies in 
the U.K. so I took the opportunity, 
my one single offer, to do grad 
school in Canada. 
Q: Where have you lived in your life?
SPONSORED CONTENT
Greek Man, Woman of the Month: March
Greek Life would like to rec-
ognize Tristin Fliehe as Greek 
Man of the Month. Fliehe is 
an agriculture business major 
and is the Vice Noble Ruler 
Finance of Alpha Gamma 
Rho.
Fliehe helps AGR work-
ing at their annual pancake 
feed to raise money for South 
Dakota State FFA and is one 
of the managers for Little 
International, which is one 
of SDSU’s longest standing 
traditions.
Greek Life has taught 
Fliehe how to be a leader and 
gave him the tools needed to 
be successful. 
“Coming into college, I 
was introverted,” Fliehe said. 
“Ever since I joined Greek Life, 
I exploded into being a more 
social person. I also became 
more involved on campus and 
the community. It prevented 
me from sitting in my dorm 
and not doing anything, and 
I’ve been able to step into 
leadership roles on campus, 
such as being an SDSU Ag-
Bio ambassador and Little ‘I’ 
manager. It is truly an honor to 
know what I am doing in the 
Greek and SDSU community 
is appreciated.”
Greek Life would like to recog-
nize Franchesca Poppinga as 
Greek Woman of the Month. 
Poppinga is a biochemistry 
major from De Smet and is 
the secretary of Alpha Omega 
Epsilon. She previously served 
as AOE’s historian and philan-
thropy chair.
Poppinga is involved on 
campus with Phi Alpha Theta 
and the Chemistry Club, as well 
as in the community through 
volunteering at the Children’s 
Museum, Brookings Backpack 
Project and the Harvest Table.
During her time at SDSU, 
Poppinga has published 
research in biochemistry, 
interned at the Sanford Pathol-
ogy Clinic and been awarded 
various scholarships and fellow-
ships.
“Greek Life has given me 
the tools I need to be a great 
leader, as well as numerous 
opportunities to utilize them,” 
Poppinga said. “It has given me 
the confidence to step up and 
make the most of the life that 
God has given me. Because of 
Greek Life, I not only have more 
connections across campus, but 
an incredible group of sisters 
who work tirelessly to support 
and encourage me and other 
women to be successful.”
FACEBOOK
@TheCollegian
sdsucollegian.com
TWITTER
@sdsucollegian
@collegian_live
@collegiansports
INSTAGRAM
@sdsucollegian
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>> NURSING
Continued from A1
Olson added a master’s degree 
from Washington University and 
a doctorate from Saint Louis 
University.
She returned to State in Jan-
uary 1994 after serving as an as-
sociate professor and associ-
ate dean at both the University 
of Kansas and University of Tex-
as-Houston schools of nursing.
Olson was inducted into the 
South Dakota Nurses Associa-
tion Hall of Fame in 2017 and re-
ceived the Bernadette Arminger 
Award, highest honor for ser-
vice from American Association 
of Colleges of Nursing, in 2014. 
She was also named a South Da-
kota State Distinguished Alum-
na in 2013.
>> TATTOO SHOP 
Continued from A1
Eckman leans toward 
neo-traditional, saying he has a 
“more modern flair” in his work.
He started out tattooing in 
gray and black, but wanted to 
dabble in color-mixing palettes. 
Lately, Eckman said, his passion 
has been oriental style tattoos, 
which he doesn’t get to do often. 
“Oriental style tattoos are un-
realistic realism — richer col-
or palettes, accent with brighter 
tones and bring elements of na-
ture into the tattoo,” he said. 
Birrittieri’s gift in tradition-
al tattoos is something Eckman 
said he can mimic, but not fully 
replicate.
Birrittieri’s inclination to-
ward traditional styles is evident 
not only in his portfolio, but also 
his supplies.
Eckman, like many artists, 
uses disposable, one-time use 
supplies, while Birrittieri prefers 
to clean his in a steam autoclave. 
It takes a lot of extra effort and 
time, but Birrittieri enjoys what 
is becoming an “old-school” 
practice and being “self-suffi-
cient.”
Innovation and technology 
have evolved tattooing in many 
ways beyond tattooing sup-
plies, both Eckman and Birrit-
tieri said.
“TV brought good tattoos 
into people’s homes,” Eckman 
said. “With shows like ‘Ink Mas-
ter’ and ‘LA Ink,’ tattoos became 
more common and accepted.”
Technique has changed with 
technological innovation over 
the years Eckman and Birrittieri 
have been in the business.
“A lot of the artistry is being 
lost,” Birrittieri said. “It’s more of 
a printing business than artistry 
these days.”
Digital technology and de-
sign has made the tattoo indus-
try much quicker, Eckman said. 
This is another area where Eck-
man and Birrittieri differ slight-
ly in the way they work. Eckman 
can draw things by hand, but he 
also creates designs in computer 
programs, while Birrittieri pre-
fers to do it all by hand.
An unique trait of Lucky Ea-
gle is how they price tattoos. 
Their minimum charge is $50, 
and about $10 per square inch 
— they charge by the size and 
complexity of the piece, where-
as most shops have a $100 mini-
mum per hour, Eckman said.
“Regardless of my finan-
cial situation, I’m not going to 
take money from a custom-
er,” Eckman said. He said artists 
could potentially abuse the by-
hour rule to make more money. 
“That’s not how we operate. We 
do it for the customers.”
SPENCER THOMPSON
Reporter
At this week’s Students’ Associ-
ation meeting, senators showed 
support for the addition of car-
pet in traditional residence 
halls on campus and awarded 
the Senator of the Year award.
Resolution 17-19-R, which 
supports the installation of car-
pet in the traditional residence 
halls, was approved 16-11. SA 
was informed about Residential 
Life’s stance on this topic, rep-
resented by Rebecca Peterson, 
the director of Housing and 
Residential Life.
Residential Life support-
ed the resolution, but cited 
that there will be other consid-
erations when installing car-
pet, such as other projects to 
improve the halls along with 
maintenance and repair.
During the meeting, SA 
nominated candidates for sen-
ator of the year, with the votes 
being tallied by SA’s advisers.
The recipient of  the award 
was announced and Sen. Viraj 
Patel was awarded the honor by 
the body.
In unfinished business, SA 
addressed two possible amend-
ments regarding SA elections 
and petitions. The amendments 
were 17-08-A and 17-09-A, both 
of which failed.
Amendment 17-08-A would 
have required the amount of 
signatures to double from 50 
to 100 for at-large candidates, 
along with signatures coming 
from each college represented 
on campus, excluding the grad-
uate school.
Amendment 17-09-A would 
have required a petition for the 
presidential and vice presiden-
tial tickets in uncontested elec-
tions if they did not receive 550 
votes in the general election.
Sen. Patel said the failed 
amendments were aimed to en-
courage SA candidates to run in 
the general elections as opposed 
to at-large positions, however, 
other members of the body felt 
this might prevent some candi-
dates from running for unfilled 
positions.
During new business, SA in-
troduced five different resolu-
tions to be acted on, as the next 
meeting will be the last one for 
this term. The resolutions will 
address bike lanes on campus, 
studying abroad, polystyrene on 
campus, bike share programs 
and the task force for student 
diversity.
The last SA meeting of the 
semester will be held at 7 p.m. 
Monday, April 9 in the Lewis 
and Clark room of The Student 
Union.
EMMA STAVNES
News Editor
It is the time of year when the 
temperature starts to rise, the 
grass starts to grow and all the 
trash hidden underneath the 
snow becomes visible.
To bring students and em-
ployees together, while making 
sure the campus remains beau-
tiful year-round, the College 
of Engineering is hosting the 
9th annual Spruce Up Day. The 
event starts at 5 p.m Thursday, 
April 19 in the Student Union. 
“The origin of this event in 
2010 was to deal with the nor-
mally receding snow banks that 
uncovered lots of embarrassing 
litter on our campus that nev-
er seemed to get picked up,” said 
Dean of the College of Engineer-
ing and Spruce Up Day organiz-
er Lewis Brown.  
Sustainability specialist Jen-
nifer McLaughlin said the day 
is not only meant to celebrate 
the arrival of spring, but also to 
unite students and faculty by 
working toward a common goal: 
cleaning up as much of the cam-
pus as possible and learning 
about the effects garbage has on 
the environment, and what stu-
dents and faculty can do to de-
crease the amount of trash. 
“A personal hope is that this 
event opens students, facul-
ty and staffs eyes to how they 
each play a role in keeping cam-
pus clean every day,” McLaugh-
lin said. 
Prior to the event starting, 
the campus is assessed and ar-
eas in greater need of a clean 
up are given priority. The ar-
eas that have historically needed 
the most attention are parking 
lots and drainage canals, Brown 
said. 
While it is a lot of work to 
get these areas litter-free, the 
day is also a fun way for every-
one to enjoy the spring weather 
and promote Earth Day, as well 
as give back to Brookings and 
the campus, said Samuel Res-
ki, senior mechanical engineer-
ing major. 
After the campus clean up, 
the college of engineering hosts 
a hot dog cookout to thank the 
volunteers.
Educating students on the 
impact litter has on the campus 
is also a major component of the 
day. 
“Garbage sends a message 
of carelessness and lack of care 
of our beautiful campus. It also 
really impacts the first impres-
sions of visitors or passersby,” 
Brown said.
Without Spruce Up Day, 
piles of garbage would be left for 
maintenance workers to clean 
up, which would take a while to 
remove and make the campus 
seem less inviting, Brown said.
In order to cut down on the 
amount of trash around cam-
pus, students and employees 
should start taking ownership of 
their personal garbage and pick 
up litter when they see it around 
campus, Brown said. 
Every year, more and more 
volunteers take their commit-
ment to keeping the campus 
clean to the next level by partic-
ipating in Spruce Up Day. From 
the president to student organi-
zations to faculty, anyone is wel-
come to get involved in sprucing 
up campus. 
MIRANDA NAGEL
Reporter
With everything from swine to 
hula hoops, there’s club for ev-
eryone at SDSU. 
The newest addition to the 
growing list of more than 250 
organizations is the Meditation 
Club. 
Created by Sean Maher, a 
sophomore electrical engineer-
ing major, was formed for two 
reasons: to encourage those who 
are not into mediation to start 
and to provide people who al-
ready meditate with a space 
to practice together, and share 
their personal experiences. 
“I reached a point where I 
wanted to meet up with oth-
er people who enjoyed meditat-
ing, and I couldn’t find anything 
within the city,” Maher said. “I 
felt there was a strong need of 
community for meditators.”
Maher has high hopes for 
the club, but is starting off small 
with a 20-minute guided medi-
tation at each meeting. He hopes 
to expand meditation on campus 
since the practice has had such a 
positive impact on his life.
Starting his personal jour-
ney with meditating about a 
year and a half ago, Maher said 
he began by incorporating about 
five minutes of prac-
tice into his dai-
ly life.
“After I got into 
the habit of it, med-
itation became more 
enjoyable and 
I started 
to see the 
benefits 
that came 
along with 
it, I became 
more inter-
ested,” Ma-
her said. 
Meditation 
can help 
with anx-
iety, relieve 
stress and im-
prove mental health 
among other men-
tal and physical 
benefits. Maher said 
since he started med-
itating he has less stress 
and anxiety and gets less angry. 
“I feel everyone has a certain 
amount of stress or gets angry 
sometimes, meditation helps 
you deal with those negative 
emotions and chang-
es the pattern hab-
its of your brain in a 
way that you can re-
act to certain things 
with less negativ-
ity,” Maher said. 
“You’re basi-
cally train-
ing your 
brain to be 
happier.”
Kendra 
Hanks, a ju-
nior elemen-
tary educa-
tion ma-
jor and 
co-pres-
ident of 
the mental 
health club, Lost 
and Found, thinks 
Meditation Club is 
a great addition to 
campus.
“I think men-
tal health is a value that needs 
to be stressed at SDSU for the 
well-being of its students,” 
Hanks said. “It’s fantastic to 
have another organization on 
campus that shares our same 
values.”
Even students who don’t 
have experience with medita-
tion are positive about the out-
comes having a club could bring 
to campus.
Nishi Patel, a junior psychol-
ogy major, said although she has 
no prior knowledge about medi-
tation, she’s “open to discovering 
the benefits” of meditation. 
For beginners or anyone who 
is looking to start a meditation 
journey, Maher suggests they be-
gin small by incorporating five 
minutes into their daily life and 
build from there.
 “I think a lot of people who 
start meditating feel like they’re 
not good at it and they give up, 
but you can’t expect to be good 
at something if you’ve never 
practiced it,” Maher said. “If you 
aren’t good at it, that’s more of a 
reason to continue to get better.”
The club is set to meet every 
Sunday at 5 p.m. in the Pasque 
room in the Student Union. 
Meditation Club brings zen, community to campus
SDSU spruces up for springtime
Carpet planned for residence halls, 
Patel awarded Senator of the Year
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Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities and the Center for Student Engagement 
Investment, Exercise Science Club take home honors
SDSU Investment Club
SDSU Exercise Club
The 2018 Student Organization 
Awards Outstanding Organization is 
the SDSU Investment Club. 
The club is the only organization 
on campus that focuses on 
investment education, stock and 
derivative trading facilitation and 
offers networking opportunities 
with financial industry leaders and 
professionals. 
The club recognizes student 
leadership and outstanding 
performance of members through 
the direct linkage of highly motivated 
and talented students with the 
Student Managed Investment Fund. 
This serves as a bridge between 
two organizations and provides a 
foundation for preparing students for 
careers in the financial sector. The 
achievements of club members have 
increased the prestige and outreach 
of the club as well as making it 
known to prominent finance and 
business schools. 
In March 2017, 18 students of the 
Investment Club and SMIF were 
invited to participate in the world’s 
largest student-managed investment 
fund competition in New York City 
This was the first time SDSU students 
were able to attend a competition 
of this magnitude. The team was 
one of 18 scheduled to present and 
won first place in the undergraduate 
competition. The club’s  membership 
has increased 108 percent and now 
involves younger students. 
The Exercise Science Club is the 
runner-up for the 2018 Student 
Organization Award for Outstanding 
Organization. 
The Exercise Science Club 
provides opportunities to students 
through various events, meetings 
and trips held throughout the 
year. Opportunities range from 
mentorship guidance, networking 
around campus and the Brookings 
community, and building 
professional development skills. The 
opportunities center around the 
club’s purpose of generating interest 
in exercise science throughout SDSU 
and the Brookings communities as 
well as promoting general wellness 
through exercise and meaningful 
educational experiences. The 
guidance and skills provided by 
the club encourages them to set 
themselves apart from their peers. 
This year’s Student Organization 
Outstanding Advisor is Jessica 
Meendering, advisor of the SDSU 
Exercise Science Club. 
Meendering has advised the 
club since its beginning in 2011. 
Since that time she has helped 
the group grow and flourish, 
facilitating establishment of a 
platform to encourage students 
to gain leadership experience, 
professional development skills and 
opportunities outside of what the 
major provides. Since its creation 
the service opportunities available 
with club membership include 
engagement with Feeding Brookings, 
Health Movement, Sanford 
Children’s Hospital and the annual 
SDSU Wellness Fair. Professional 
development opportunities have 
also increased with speaker panels, 
resume and interview workshops 
and two professional development 
trips per year. All of these events 
were encouraged and developed by 
Meendering’s desire for her students 
to succeed. 
This year’s runner-up for the 
Student Organization Outstanding 
Advisor Award is Nicole Graves, 
advisor of the American Association 
of Family and Consumer Sciences/
Family, Community, Career Leaders 
of America. 
Graves has made it her mission 
not only to make a difference in 
the future of the campus but in the 
growth of her students as club and 
community members. She values 
goals that the organization has to 
form relationships, grow leadership 
skills and achieve an optimal quality 
of life. 
Asuka Ohno is the 2018 Student 
Organization Awards Outstanding 
Member. 
Ohno is the treasurer of the 
International Relations Council. She 
started on campus as an English 
Language Learner and established 
herself quickly as a leader and role 
model. 
She organizes financial accounts 
and allowances given to student 
organizations that IRC oversees 
including the Indian, Bangladeshi, 
Sri Lankan, Chinese, Nepalese, 
Saudi Arabian and African Student 
Associations. IRC and each of these 
organizations hold major events 
for the SDSU and the Brookings 
communities each year. 
Aside from completing her financial 
role Ohno is a tireless advocate for 
the smaller countries represented 
by IRC, who do not have enough 
student representatives to form 
student organizations. Ohno created 
an opportunity for representation of 
those students to perform and share 
recipes at International Night. She 
also created a photo booth for the 
event underrepresented students 
could use to highlight international 
diversity on campus. 
She then created a tabling series 
highlighting the cultures of smaller 
countries. 
She emailed every international 
student not represented by 
an organization and created a 
fundraising event in which countries 
with only four to eight students 
could have booths on the main street 
of the Student Union. 
Pratiksha Khanal is the runner-up 
for the Student Organization Awards 
Outstanding Member.
Khanal served as president of 
the Nepalese Student Association 
during the 2017-2018 academic 
year. She took over leadership of 
the club during a difficult period in 
the organization’s history. Member 
morale and funds were both low.
Through her natural leadership 
abilities and commitment to 
transparency, she restored member 
morale and enthusiasm for club 
activities. 
Through her ideas and positive 
attitude, encouragement and 
leadership, the club was able to 
raise enough money to achieve all 
programming goals for the year. She 
introduced the idea to sell Mo:Mos 
(Nepalese style dumplings) at the 
2017 Student Engagement Expo. The 
group also sold T-shirts from Nepal. 
Additional fundraising efforts helped 
to bring club members together 
and increase money available for 
programming. 
Ohno, Khanal excel at 
organization leadership 
Outstanding Adviser Jessica Meendering
Outstanding Adviser Runner-Up Nicole Graves (left)
Advisors impact org growth
Pratiksha Khanal
Asuka Ohno
Org. Awards 
This year’s winner of the Student 
Organization Outstanding Service 
Award is Totally Baldacious, a 
fundraiser organized by FARMHOUSE 
Fraternity. 
Members of FARMHOUSE raise 
money to help individuals fight 
cancer by shaving their heads. 
This year’s effort will support Ona 
Mohelnhoff, who was diagnosed with 
cancer in 2011. In 2017 another mass 
was discovered in her brain. It was 
discovered that she has an aggressive 
form of cancer that resulted in 
several brain tumors at the base 
of her brain and brainstem. Her 
radiation treatment has so far been 
successful. 
Members agree to participate 
by shaving their heads and raising 
$100, as well as nominating other 
chapter members who raise money 
to nominate someone else. Local 
businesses also contribute. 
If no local candidate is found for the 
proceeds of the event, the money is 
donated to the FARMHOUSE national 
philanthropy, the Leukemia and 
Lymphoma Society. 
Most of the active FARMHOUSE 
chapter attends the event, and 
donates to the cause. Almost 100 
percent of FARMHOUSE members 
raise money for the event. It creates 
a spirit of fun and competition. 
This year 10 people are signed up to 
have their head shaved. 
The winner of the 2018 Student 
Organization Award for Outstanding 
Program is Alpha Psi Omega. 
Each year the theatre honors fra-
ternity involves 100 students in its 
annual production of Capers. The 
show is done in a revue style similar 
to Saturday Night Live that includes 
skits, dances and musical numbers. 
The show is performed each January. 
Planning for the next year begins 
as soon as the current year’s show 
closes in January. 
Every aspect of Capers is conceived 
and produced by students from 
brainstorming the theme each year 
to selecting performers, selling tick-
ets, writing the script for the show, 
choreography and set design. The 
group has two weeks to rehearse the 
show after auditioning more than 
100 students from all majors and so-
cial groups on campus. Everyone gets 
a part and can participate in Capers. 
On top of rehearsing with the cast 
and working to keep up the momen-
tum and enthusiasm needed for such 
a large undertaking, students staff 
tables in the Union promoting the 
event and market the show on social 
media and other traditional forms of 
advertising. 
On the evening of the performance, 
APO members usher people to their 
seats, run the light and sound board 
and make sure everyone is ready to 
go. It gives students experience in 
creating a show from start to finish. 
Capers members tell APO members it 
is their favorite event of the year, and 
that they can’t wait to do it again the 
following year. 
The Runner-Up for the 2018 Stu-
dent Organization Award for Out-
standing Program is the College of Ag 
& Bio Prexy Council. 
Each year the group organizes the 
SDSU Campus-Wide Ag Day Event. 
This year’s event was named Agnite 
Your Passion.  The SDSU Prexy Coun-
cil five-member executive team plans 
the day’s events each year beginning 
in September. 
Ag Day is funded by industry sup-
porters students connect with via 
mailings and phone calls asking for 
support. Team members do sponsor-
ship follow-ups, ordering supplies for 
the free meal, design the free T-shirts 
and everything else that goes into 
planning the event. 
Sponsors contribute enough fund-
ing to distribute 2,500 free Ag Day 
T-shirts to students and community 
members to show their support of 
agriculture. 
The event includes an employer 
panel that gives students the op-
portunity to interact with industry 
professionals. 
Ag Day includes activities that allow 
students from varied backgrounds to 
learn more about agriculture, and an 
evening banquet opens that oppor-
tunity to the Brookings community. 
The event reaches 13,500 students 
annually. 
FARMHOUSE Fraternity
FARMHOUSE 
awarded for 
fundraiser
APO, Prexy 
Council plan
top programs
Congratulations 
2018 winners!
Alpha Psi Omega
SDSU Prexy Council 
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T uthill Balloon Club brought a unique per-formance to downtown Brookings with their 
March 24 show at Bluestem Bi-
cycles.
Junior political science and 
geography major Mark Mc-
Laughlin sang vocals and alter-
nated between playing guitar 
and ukulele while his sister Ann 
played a 47-string grand ped-
al harp.
Bluestem is just one stop for 
the brother-sister duo. The two 
are always on the lookout for al-
ternative performance venues 
in hopes of attracting more col-
lege-aged students.
“It gives us a chance to try 
out our music in front of a new 
group of people, while also 
bringing them into this really 
cool business here in Brookings,” 
Ann said.
In the past, they have per-
formed at various venues around 
Sioux Falls and Minneapolis, 
like Kaladi’s Bistro and Hy-Vee. 
The turnout was much big-
ger than either the Bluestem 
manager or the band had antic-
ipated as community members 
and students alike piled into 
the bike shop and took spots on 
counters and the floor.
Mark met Bluestem’s 
co-owner and manager Caleb 
Evenson through the SDSU Cy-
cling Club.
Evenson said he knows the 
value of having space and prop-
erty for performances, and host-
ing shows is something Blue-
stem has wanted to do for a 
while.
“Mark reached out to me a 
few months back to ask about 
doing a show here,” he said. “We 
didn’t advertise for it at all, but if 
we do something like this again 
in the future we definitely will.”
Mark is a jazz guitarist and 
uses his love of poetry to write 
the lyrics for their songs. 
Mark and his sister start-
ed playing shows together a few 
years ago, but have been collabo-
rating all their lives.
 Ann got her undergradu-
ate and graduate degree in harp 
performance from the University 
of North Texas and University of 
Illinois. When she came home, 
she started working on original 
songs with her brother.
“We used to do a lot of ran-
dom jam sessions when Ann 
would come back from school 
and we’d try to figure out what 
sounded good and what we 
didn’t like,” Mark said.
Mark and Ann said they’re 
bringing their music to Brook-
ings to try connecting with an 
audience their own age to see 
if the younger generation likes 
their music.
There were remote-con-
trolled light bulbs set up 
throughout the bike shop so the 
band could match the color of 
the room to the tone of the song.
“Mark’s a chill dude so a lot 
of what he writes is very indie, 
chill lyrics,” Ann said. “They’re 
the type of songs that you don’t 
know the meaning of but they 
make you think.”
Tuthill Balloon Club’s set 
list consists of 18 original songs, 
most of which were written by 
Mark.
Ann said she had one song 
on the setlist, and it’s easy to tell 
which is her’s because it sounds 
different than anything her 
brother writes.  
Recent SDSU graduate Jalen 
Baldwin heard about the show 
from a friend and decided to 
check it out.
“I’ve never heard a harp 
played in concert before,” he 
said. “But it was awesome and 
I’d definitely come again if they 
have another concert.”
Bluestem doesn’t have any 
future shows planned right now, 
Evenson said but he is optimistic 
going forward after the success 
of Tuthill Balloon Club’s perfor-
mance.
For information about fu-
ture shows and YouTube links to 
songs, visit the Tuthill Balloon 
Club Facebook page.
Bluestem Bicycles hosts first concert
Collegian photo by ABBY FULLENKAMP 
Tuthill Balloon Club’s Mark and Ann McLaughlin perform one of Mark’s original songs at their March 24 performance in the Blustem 
bike shop, downtown Brookings. The brother-sister duo started performing different shows together a few years ago. 
Professionals, students perform in Amateur Spring Drag Show 
HALEY HALVORSON
Lifestyles Editor
“We’re born naked, and the 
rest is drag,” RuPaul said in 
“Lettin it All Hang Out: An 
Autobiography.”
Shows like “RuPaul’s 
Drag Race” and “The 
Queens of Drag: NYC,” 
makes drag less uncom-
mon as it was many years 
ago. 
South Dakota State 
University is having an 
event similar to these TV 
shows, called the Ama-
teur Spring Drag Show.
The event allows 
individuals to perform 
in their utmost drag 
for one night a se-
mester. 
The 
Gender 
and Sexu-
alities Al-
liance will 
hos its an-
nual spring 
drag show 
introduc-
ing profes-
sional king 
and queen 
performers. 
The show 
also includes 
students per-
forming in drag.
Margeaux Gaiani, ju-
nior sociology major and 
GSA treasurer, described a 
drag show as culture and 
a subset of the LGBTQ+ 
community, which involves 
men dressing as wom-
en and women dressing as 
men. 
The performers typi-
cally lip-sync or dance on 
stage dressed in what some 
call “full glam.” They wear 
makeup, wigs and lots of 
glitter. 
The GSA spring semes-
ter show is the amateur 
show, where SDSU stu-
dents can audition to per-
form alongside a few pro-
fessional drag kings and 
queens, most of whom are 
coming from Minneapolis 
to perform. 
“We put on drag shows 
because they are obvious-
ly fun ... also because it is 
such an important part of 
our community and histo-
ry, especially in a place like 
SDSU,” Gaiani said. 
The drag show brings 
diversity and something 
new to students and even 
community members in 
Brookings.
“The culture of drag has 
been around since Shake-
spearean times, and the rise 
of drag today shows off that 
culture and community,” 
said Maitlyn Jordan, vice 
president of GSA and ju-
nior medical laboratory sci-
ence major.
Jordan said LGBTQ+ 
individuals put their own 
twist on drag, which has 
become a bigger deal 
thanks to pop culture.
“There are big personal-
ities, wigs and great perfor-
mances in our drag show,” 
Jordan said. “It’s not just 
a man dressing as a wom-
an; it’s cultural and a lot of 
fun.”
GSA’s version of the 
show is no different than 
any other drag show, ex-
cept this event invites stu-
dents to experience drag for 
themselves.  
“The professional kings 
and queens that come in 
are always more than will-
ing to help the amateurs 
with their makeup and get 
ready for the night,” Jor-
dan said. “It is almost like a 
drag 101 for people.” 
It takes months for 
the GSA executive board 
to plan and organize the 
spring drag show. 
“We’ve been planning 
this since last year … it 
takes a lot to get the pro-
fessionals here, auditions 
set up and finding a date to 
have it.” Gaiani said. 
GSA also hosts a fall se-
mester show that is mostly 
professional drag kings and 
queens with a few ama-
teur students who perform 
as well. 
Sophomore advertising 
and public relations ma-
jor Shania Biers went to the 
event last spring and said it 
was a fun and engaging ex-
perience. 
“I like the student con-
nection when they’re per-
forming, you can hear peo-
ple in the crowd cheering 
them on,” Biers said. “It’s 
also important for people 
who might be small-mind-
ed and find the humor in 
this and enjoy it.” 
The professional kings 
and queens that will per-
form are Brandonna Dupri 
Lareese, Kamaree and Ty-
ler T. Love. 
The Amateur Spring 
Drag Show is at 7 p.m. 
April 4 at Jack’s Place. 
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. 
Student tickets are $7 at 
the door and non-students 
tickets are $10 at the door.
Collegian graphic by ABBY WOLF
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Pisces
Virgo
An important 
project might seem 
overwhelming. Get help 
from another rabbit.
Horoscopes
Jack’s Weekly
LeoTaurusAries Cancer
Libra Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius
Take action on a project 
that you and a fellow 
Jackrabbit have been 
working on.
Hopping around with 
too many commitments 
can lead to a fall out 
this week. 
Some bunny is guiding 
you toward a new 
opportunity out of your 
comfort zone this week.
Gemini
Take time this 
week to work out a 
situation with another 
Jackrabbit.
Make plans with fellow 
rabbits and broaden 
your social circle.
Show off your strong-
willed side this week 
during an important 
opportunity.
This weekend could 
bring a new opportunity 
to enjoy with other 
Jackrabbits.
Scorpio
Focus on 
communication to 
determine future plans 
with some bunny.
Save up some extra 
Hobo Dough this week 
to treat yourself later.
A weight is lifted off your 
shoulders, take time to 
relax, Jackrabbit.
An experience changes 
your perspective of 
another rabbit.
Remo Drive mixes pop music, indie rock elements in latest EP
JAY SANCHEZ
Music Columnist
Editor’s Note: The grading 
system used here is similar to 
the 10-point scale used in SDSU 
courses.
Album: Pop Music
Artist: Remo Drive
GRADE: A
Remo Drive, a rock band from 
Bloomington, Minnesota, re-
leased a new EP with a different 
sound and style.
The band released its first 
full-length album “Greatest 
Hits” in 2017 and released the 
EP, “Pop Music” last month.       
Remo Drive has seen significant 
success since releasing their first 
album, mostly because Antho-
ny Fantano, the internet’s busi-
est music nerd, reviewed it. Cur-
rently, they are touring with So-
rority Noise and Foxx Bodies. 
The band likes to associ-
ate themselves with emo reviv-
al, but because of the way they 
write their songs and use instru-
mentation, it sounds more indie 
rock than anything else. They’re 
more a mixture of indie rock, 
pop punk and emo rather than 
any singular genre. 
The first song on the EP, 
“Blue Ribbon,” is my favorite, 
but I’m also really fond of “Song 
of the Summer” and “Heart-
string.” 
“Blue Ribbon” has a very dis-
tinct sound to it. It’s very indie 
rock-alternative. The three con-
secutive electric guitar strums 
played before the beginning of 
a new verse grabs my attention 
like, “oh here we go.” Guitarist 
and vocalist Erik Paulson’s use 
of suspended chords throughout 
really adds a lot to the song. If 
he would have just left it a nor-
mal major chord, it wouldn’t 
have sounded as great as it does.  
Remo Drive is one of those 
bands you listen to when you 
want to have a good time or rock 
out to some bangers. Their lyrics 
aren’t anything super complex.
“Blue Ribbon” is about mo-
mentary pleasures, eating candy 
and drinking Pabst Blue Ribbon. 
“Song of Summer” is about be-
ing disappointed by your idols. 
“Heartstrings” sounds like it’s 
about the unease of not knowing 
what your relationship with a 
person is. The band is especially 
strong when it comes to instru-
mentals. Listen to Remo Drive 
to sing along and have a good 
time, not to over-analyze the 
meaning of the lyrics.  
 “Song of Summer” has a surf 
vibe reminds me of summer. The 
snare hits leading up to the be-
ginnings of verses helps stir up 
the song right away. “Song of 
Summer” seems to be about all 
of the artists who’ve been out-
ed as sex offenders and fans’ dis-
appointment in them. There’s 
been a meme floating around 
the internet and that’s about 
checking out new music in 
2018 and making sure the band 
isn’t full of sex offenders first. 
It’s funny, I laughed at it, but 
it’s also really sad how relevant 
it is. 
The last song on the EP is 
“Heartstrings.” The song is ac-
tually a reworked version of the 
same song previously released 
in 2015. You can listen to the 
original on YouTube. 
The EP version has a stron-
ger rock vibe and is faster in 
tempo. They also changed the 
lyrics from, “eat out your heart, 
swallow it whole” to “reach for 
your heart, knowing I won’t.” It 
has a much cleaner sound over-
all. 
Remo Drive is doing some 
great things. I hope they keep 
evolving their sound and mak-
ing music. 
Photo by EPITAPH RECORDS 
Remo Drive relased EP “Pop Music” on 
March 9. 
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Stance: 
We’ll miss you, Bono.
Chris Bono left South Da-kota State for a new job last week. He announced his move to the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin of the Big Ten 
March 24, not long after Seth 
Gross won SDSU’s first NCAA Di-
vision I Championship.
It all happened so fast. There 
was some confusion, a little bit 
of heart break, but ultimate-
ly there’s gratitude for Bono and 
his assistant coach Jon Reader, 
who is leaving for Wisconsin as 
well. In honor of everything Bono 
has done at SDSU, The Collegian 
wanted to say thank you and we’ll 
miss you.
 Thank you for your dedication.
      Bono’s been wrestling since he 
was five years old. This dedica-
tion to wrestling won him many 
awards from high school state 
Championships to being a three 
time world wrestling team mem-
ber.
This dedication also called him 
back into the sport after selling 
medical equipment for Stryker.
“When you put your head 
down at night, you know where 
you want to be and for me it was 
always getting back into wres-
tling,” Bono said.
We also give major props to 
Bono for getting up at 4:30 a.m. 
everyday to work out. That’s tru-
ly insane.
 Thank you for your passion.
Bono was the most energetic 
coach at SDSU.
      “He is always fired up, there is 
never a time where you don’t get 
that,” Gross said this year.
Even just through photos and 
videos, Bono’s energy and intensi-
ty is always evident.
      “I’m probably not all there,” 
Bono said. “I’ll do whatever it 
takes.”
His passion showed through 
his relationship with the team, the 
SDSU campus and the Brookings 
community, too. He really wanted 
to get to know the people around 
him.
Through community service 
he said the team was “bringing in 
better kids and they are behaving 
better socially.”
 Thank you for your legacy.
Since 2012, Bono’s leadership 
has improved the program and 
taken it to a greater level. His fi-
nal record after six years at SDSU 
was 64-41. 
Along with being part of SD-
SU’s first Division I NCAA Cham-
pionship, he sent 24 Jackrabbit 
wrestlers to the NCAA wrestling 
tournament.
He brought so much school 
pride to SDSU—made us stand-
out—even feared—in the wres-
tling world.
We hope your vacation to 
Brookings comes sooner than lat-
er. You’ll look good in red and 
white, but always look best in blue 
and yellow in our eyes.
Issue: 
Bono stepped down as wrestling head coach to 
go to the University of Wisconsin.
Editorial
Ways to bust 
‘breakup blues’
It seems to me that resorting to 
victim shaming happens when 
people don’t want to accept the 
reality of tragic events because it 
makes them feel threatened. 
American gymnast and two-
time Olympian Aly Raisman has 
spoken out again on the topic 
of sexual assault. This time, vic-
tim shaming came up during a 
TODAY interview with Rheana 
Murray. She discussed her per-
sonal experiences with being 
shamed into fault. 
“I was recently asked if gym-
nasts should continue wearing 
leotards. Leotards are not the 
problem,” Raisman said. “The 
problem is the many pedophiles 
out there and the adults who en-
able them. By saying clothing is 
part of the issue, you are victim 
shaming  or implying survivors 
should feel it’s their fault.”
In light of the recent mass 
shooting in Parkland, Florida, 
and the national school walk-
outs, a movement has begun of 
people continuing to perpetuate 
victim shaming by encouraging 
those expressing their rights to 
“walk up to a lonely kid at school 
instead of walking out.” 
Blame continues to be placed 
on Parkland survivors with con-
spiracies about the traumat-
ic bullying of Nikolas Cruz, the 
confessed shooter, and oth-
ers blaming their emotions and 
grieving states on their want to 
make a difference in the world.
Now, I am not saying kind-
ness can’t be impactful on those 
with violent tendencies, but in 
the world we live in the prob-
lems that cause these types of 
atrocities are far more complex. 
Kindness is not enough. 
Parkland student Isabelle 
Robinson reminded the world 
that kindness had no effect on 
Cruz’s violence and blaming vic-
timized teens for “not being nic-
er” is a deeply dangerous senti-
ment. 
After being stabbed with a 
pen and beaten so badly I frac-
tured my cheek bone by a girl I 
knew fairly well my senior year 
of high school, I can personally 
relate to people blaming me for 
not being patient with her. 
I’ve realized you can be 
kind, check in with them fre-
quently and give them a friend, 
but when undiagnosed mental 
health issues come into play, you 
are far from in control of their 
actions and outbursts. Children 
shouldn’t be held responsible for 
the actions of their classmates. 
Dana Loesch, spokeswoman 
of the National Rifle Association 
continues to mud-sling Parkland 
teens for their emotion-filled 
rhetoric. Instead, she could be 
civilly disagreeing and focusing 
on the issues she told the Park-
land CNN Town Hall her organi-
zation wishes to fix in the future. 
This type of shaming will 
never fix the totality of a prob-
lem. 
Victim shaming happens dai-
ly in our world when victims of 
assault, violent crime, domestic 
violence and other crimes come 
forward to speak about their ex-
periences.
Dr. Melvin Lerner theorized 
these victim-blaming tendencies 
are rooted in the belief in a just 
world, a world where actions 
have predictable consequenc-
es and people can control what 
happens to them.
People hate to feel vulnera-
ble and when bad things happen 
to innocent people the feeling of 
being unsafe grows, people feel 
out of control, thus blaming in-
nocent victims because they now 
feel like they can’t control what 
happens to them in the world. 
Shifting blame puts a halt on 
the process of making any real 
changes and enables the idea 
that the victims truly played a 
role in failing to prevent the vi-
olent action that happened to 
them.
In all reality, victim shaming 
doesn’t remove the vulnerabili-
ty a person may feel, it only re-
moves culpability from the real 
root of a problem — the real per-
son or thing that should be held 
responsible. 
Natalie Hilden is the Opinion 
Editor at The Collegian and can 
be reached at 
nhilden@sdsucollegian.com.
Victim shaming removes blame, doesn’t solve real root of problems
NATALIE HILDEN
Opinion Editor
AJ SPYTEK
Columnist
Getting over a breakup is almost 
always difficult.
       Spring break and the rest of 
the semester has given me time 
to reflect on what went wrong 
and what I can do to move on 
and grow as a person.  
Though the pain of a break-
up seems endless, you can save 
yourself from the breakup blues.  
Positivity is key.  
Understand there were is-
sues on both ends; it was not en-
tirely you. When a breakup oc-
curs, people tend to self-depreci-
ate and blame themselves.
Psychology Today has six 
ways to be a more positive you: 
practice gratitude, move forward, 
positive posture, smile, ditch the 
carbs and do something nice.  
Self-improvement and growth.  
Being positive takes time; 
self-improvement can start to-
day. 
Focusing on your own 
growth to avoid the negativity of 
post-breakup life is important. 
Making sure you are learning 
from your experiences and living 
a healthy life should be the main 
focus in getting back to a sense 
of normalcy.
Embrace the single life. 
The best remedy I’ve found 
so far is hypothetically “dating 
myself ” and doing things I want 
to do while embracing my new 
single status.   
Embracing the single life can 
boost your self-confidence and 
remind you it’s OK to focus on 
yourself and what you want to 
gain from the world around you. 
It can be a well-needed reminder 
of your worth.  
Getting back out there. 
As the saying goes: “There 
are many fish in the sea.” 
      Now, don’t jump into some-
thing new right off the bat be-
cause that can have bad out-
comes. Move at your own pace 
and get back out in the dating 
world when you’re ready. 
Regain your confidence, get 
out there and remember that you 
are worthy of a relationship and 
love. 
Bouncing back after a break-
up is a process and can only be 
done in your own time. But, with 
some help and motivation to 
stay strong, you can stop yourself 
from being overwhelmed by the 
breakup blues.  
AJ Spytek is a history education 
major and can be reached at
athena.spytek@jacks.sdstate.
edu.
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To solve the Sudoku puzzle, each row, column and box 
must contain the numbers 1 to 9.
2 4 5 8
7 3 8
4 6 2
7
9 2 1
2 9 6
3 7 9
6
4 5 3
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1 7 3 8 6 2 4 5 9
5 4 8 3 9 1 7 6 2
2 9 7 1 8 6 3 4 5
3 6 5 7 4 9 8 2 1
8 1 4 5 2 3 9 7 6
4 5 1 2 3 7 6 9 8
7 3 6 9 5 8 2 1 4
9 8 2 6 1 4 5 3 7
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39 40
41 42 43 44
45 46 47 48 49 50 51
52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60
61 62 63 64
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72
73 74 75
76 77 78
 46 Exclamation of 
disgust
 48 Abets
 50 I (Fr.)
 51 Time zone
 54 Poltergeists
 55 Class
 58 Fire aftermath
 60 Exposed
 62 W. state
 63 Mexican snack
 65 Assembled
 66 Pay dirt
 67 Metallic 
element
 69 Rend
 70 Shoshonean
 71 Young carnivore
 72 Ditty bag
Across
 1 Yucatan native
 5 Jaunts
 10 Stagnate
 14 Ajar
 15 Readjust
 16 Yuletide
 17 Author’s goal
 19 Bird feature
 20 Annex
 21 Muse of poetry
 23 Locomotive 
type
 26 Formal wear
 30 Paddle
 31 Lynx
 35 Current
 36 Midge
 38 Oracle
 39 A great deal
 41 Mark of Cain
 43 Actress Gardner
 44 Half-baked
 45 Cruelty
 47 Before Las 
Vegas or voce
 49 Coin
 52 Spoil
 53 Eternal
 56 Gesture of 
assent
 57 Scabbard
 59 Words of 
resignation
 61 Bellow
 64 A Gershwin
 65 Light seeker
 68 Fascinated with 
fame
 73 Great Lakes 
lake
 74 Implied
 75 Pocketbook
 76 Some bills
 77 Sales outlets
 78 Obligation
Down
 1 Throng
 2 Emulator
 3 Okay
 4 Wagers
 5 Vine support
 6 Elec. unit
 7 ____ of Wight
 8 Equal
 9 Rock layers
 10 Memo holder
 11 Deer
 12 Cow pasture
 13 Cervid
 18 Murdered
 22 Coach
 23 Pet
 24 Author 
Fleming
 25 Expunction
 27 Interlace
 28 Scot. river
 29 Possess
 32 Exit
 33 The Tempter
 34 Thirst for
 37 Poet. 
contraction
 40 Rage
 42 Below (Poet.)
 45 Day times 
(Abbr.)
REAL GREYSON
Columnist
This past year I have watched 
$400-worth of new movies in 
the theater for only $60. That is 
a deal that any film-lover would 
go crazy for.
Just to dispel any negative 
initial thoughts—I achieved this 
wonderful feat 100 percent le-
gally. I am surprised not too 
many people know about this 
new money saving system.
I used a service called Mov-
iePass and all its perks. Movie-
Pass is an American subscrip-
tion-based movie ticketing sys-
tem and for just $9.95 per 
month you can watch one stan-
dard movie per day in any movie 
theater in the United States.
You just can’t watch any 3D 
movies or advanced screenings. 
Other than that, there are no 
other catches. No other hidden 
expenses.
When you subscribe, you get 
a MoviePass credit card in the 
mail. You then activate it online 
and that’s it. At the theater, you 
just select the movie you want to 
watch from the MoviePass mo-
bile app, and use the MoviePass 
credit card. It’s that easy.
Not only does MoviePass 
give film lovers an excuse to fre-
quently visit Cinema 8, but it 
also creates an affordable way 
for students to go out and do 
something fun on a tight budget.
MoviePass is not a new, un-
stable startup. They have been 
working since 2011, and it’s re-
ported MoviePass buys one in 
every 35 movie tickets bought in 
the United States, according to a 
CNBC report.
You must be suspicious and 
asking, “Why are they doing 
this?” MoviePass is a compa-
ny and like any other company, 
they want to rake in profits. Yet, 
they are not making money right 
now, nor do they want to at this 
moment.
Why, you ask again? That’s 
because their business model 
now is to acquire as many cus-
tomers as possible, and collect 
data on what customers are ac-
tually watching. 
MoviePass envisions a fu-
ture in which it partners not just 
with movie theaters and studios, 
but with restaurants, ice cream 
shops, bars and anyone else that 
might benefit from the subscrib-
er data it amasses.
As of now, you can buy a 
MoviePass subscription in two 
ways. Either you can buy the 
monthly subscription for $9.95, 
or buy annually for $7.95, plus 
processing fees. According to the 
Wrap, the company has also an-
nounced this week that they are 
slashing their monthly price for 
new subscribers to $6.95 for a 
limited time. How can you not 
jump on that?
This subscription service 
provides tremendous value for 
me, and I encourage everyone 
to take advantage of the perks 
of their service and get out there 
and explore their film screening 
options. MoviePass is an unbeat-
able deal for great leisure time.
Real Greyson is an 
entrepreneurial studies major 
and can be reached at
mdreal@outlook.com
MoviePass takes burden off movie-goers’ wallets
Investors enjoyed President 
Trump during the first year in 
office, and the markets flour-
ished. This year seemed to start 
off strong. The Standard and 
Poor’s nearly gained 6 percent 
during the first month of 2018, 
and U.S. equities indexes hit re-
cord highs.
“The stock market never goes 
down anymore,” Bloomberg’s 
Elena Popina wrote in January.
But then, in February, it did. 
The Dow saw its two biggest 
one-day point losses ever in the 
span of a week, and since then 
things have been choppy. Stocks 
tumbled the first day of the sec-
ond quarter. It was the worst 
start to April since 1929.
Trump routinely bragged 
about the stock market when it 
reached record highs. Howev-
er, his tendency to tout the mar-
ket’s success tethered him to its 
metrics, and that means he now 
owns its slumps.
The last time Trump tweet-
ed about the stock market was 
March 26, when the Dow posted 
its third-best one-day point gain 
ever. Of the five biggest one-day 
gains for the Dow in its histo-
ry, Trump has overseen two of 
them.
It’s worth noting, howev-
er, that of the Dow’s five biggest 
losses, Trump has been presi-
dent during three: two of more 
than 1,000 points, and anoth-
er of 725. He hasn’t mentioned 
the losses — even though he is 
at least in part to blame for the 
market’s latest troubles.
His threats against Amazon 
have dragged down its stock and 
contributed to the tech sector’s 
pullback, and his slow march to-
ward a potential trade war has 
investors on edge. Amazon fell 
by more than 5 percent as the 
president fired off tweets accus-
ing the company of tax and Post 
Office-related malfeasance.
Investors are spooked: Ama-
zon fell by about 5 percent April 
2. Trump’s actions on trade have 
made Wall Street nervous as 
well. On April 2, China imposed 
tariffs on an estimated $3 billion 
worth of U.S. goods in retalia-
tion to Trump’s steel and alumi-
num tariffs.
Trump lashed out against 
North American Free Trade 
Agreement, which he has re-
peatedly threatened to pull out 
of or scrap. The trade actions 
seem to be rolling back any ben-
efits the stock market received 
from Congress’ tax cuts.
“When I think of U.S. pol-
icy, what tax cuts have given, 
protectionism is taking away,” 
Eric Lascelles, chief economist 
at RBC Global Asset Manage-
ment, told Politico. “The ques-
tion is just how much is taken 
away on the protectionist side. 
Taking away NAFTA would be 
a 0.4 percent hit to GDP. And 
$100 billion a year forever is 
hardly something worth laugh-
ing at. These are very real conse-
quences.”
It’s not as if Trump has ever 
been a level-headed figure. He 
has threatened Amazon, China 
and NAFTA since before his in-
auguration, and his Twitter has 
been a sustained fixture of his 
presidency.
So, what changed? In 
my opinion, Trump has not 
changed, but circumstances on 
Wall Street have. Trump isn’t 
the underlying cause of mar-
ket turmoil, but contributed to 
an aggregated amount of pres-
sure, which is just now breaking 
through.
Stock valuations are high-
er, interest rates are rising, the 
labor market is tightening and 
it appears inflation could final-
ly be on the horizon. At the start 
of the year, the stock market 
got particularly hot with a con-
centrated run in popular tech 
names and retail investors with 
a serious case of market-orient-
ed fear of missing out.
So, when the market got skit-
tish in February, effects on the 
market were amplified. Consid-
er this: on June 28, 2017, Trump 
tweeted about Amazon not pay-
ing taxes. Amazon’s stock ended 
the day up by about 1.4 percent.
Whereas Trump had the tax 
cut carrot to hold out in front of 
Wall Street in 2017, the bill has 
passed now. Standard and Poor’s 
500 companies are expected 
to have seen a 17 percent boost 
in first quarter profits, but the 
stock market largely paid itself 
for that earnings boost ahead of 
time.
The president has been eager 
to take credit for the stock mar-
ket’s rise and tout Wall Street’s 
performance when things are 
going well — but when it’s mov-
ing in the opposite direction, 
not so much. The problem, of 
course, is that he can’t take cred-
it only for the good and ignore 
the bad, even though he would 
like to try.
Ben Hummel is an English and 
political science major and can 
be reached at
benjamin.hummel@jacks.
sdstate.edu
Stock market suffers under notorious ‘Trump slump’
BEN HUMMEL
Columnist
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Former Jacks pitcher finds success in MLB 
TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter
During the 2018 Major League Baseball offsea-son, former Jackrabbit, 
Blake Treinen was named the 
starting closer for the Oakland 
Athletics.
It wasn’t an easy road to the 
majors for Treinen.
His collegiate baseball ex-
perience prior to South Dako-
ta State University was on the 
junior varsity NAIA squad for 
Baker University in Kansas. He 
then went to the University of 
Arkansas but never played a 
game in a Razorback uniform.
While at Arkansas, Trein-
en started to look elsewhere for 
a place to showcase his talents 
and had two requirements; a Di-
vision I baseball program and an 
architecture major.
Treinen is a rare case of a 
baseball player making stops at 
three different colleges.
“I guess I didn’t think much 
about it in the moment, but 
looking back I guess talking 
to teammates and people they 
seemed amazed that I stuck out 
to pursue baseball,” Treinen said. 
“That’s all I ever knew I wanted 
to do was play baseball.”
It seemed like the stars 
aligned when SDSU had both 
the Division I program and an 
architecture major he was look-
ing for.
“I’ll be honest, I didn’t even 
know South Dakota State ex-
isted. Through a friend they 
knew the head coach at the time, 
Ritchie Price,” he said. “It was 
kind of scary picking up and 
moving on for the second time 
in two years.”
Treinen decided to walk-on 
for the Jacks in the 2009 sea-
son, but was forced to sit out 
due to NCAA transfer rules. In 
the 2010 season, Treinen posted 
a 7-1 record with a 6.09 earned 
run average.
In the offseason, Treinen was 
selected in the 2010 MLB Draft 
by the Florida Marlins in the 
23rd round.
“They voided my contract,” 
Treinen said. “The thing that 
prepared me the most was that 
Ritchie (Price) played pro base-
ball and ran the program like a 
professional program.”
The Marlins voided the con-
tract because an MRI showed 
tissue issues with Treinen’s 
shoulder.
So, Treinen returned to 
Brookings for his senior year of 
collegiate baseball and the Jacks 
posted a 39-21 record and went 
19-9 in Summit League play.
“When we started to win, it 
was fun because we were un-
derdogs. When we were com-
ing through, we were rock-
ing Cottonelle T-shirts as warm 
ups with ironed on Jackrabbits 
with an Arial font printed on the 
front and we went out and beat 
Arkansas, who was sponsored,” 
Treinen said.
During his senior year, Trein-
en made some apparent strides 
in his level of play. He improved 
his earned run average to 3.00 
and had a 7-1 record. Treinen 
made a habit of getting swings 
and misses, striking out 84 bat-
ters in as many innings.
During the offseason, Trein-
en was selected once again in the 
MLB Draft. In 2011, the Oak-
land Athletics took the senior 
right-handed thrower in the sev-
enth round.
Treinen bounced around in 
the minors for two years un-
til the Athletics traded the 
right-handed pitcher to the 
Washington Nationals.
It wasn’t until 2014, Treinen 
finally made it to his destination 
— the MLB.
Treinen made his debut May 
6, 2014 against the Los Angeles 
Dodgers. Clayton Kershaw, one 
of the best pitchers in the MLB 
took the mound against him.
“[My favorite memory is] 
probably debuting and my first 
start being against Clayton Ker-
shaw and getting my first hit 
against Kershaw.”
In his MLB debut, Trein-
en pitched five innings, allowed 
seven hits, with two strikeouts 
and did not allow a run. After 
the game, Treinen was sent back 
down to the Nationals Triple-A 
affiliate, the Syracuse Chiefs.
In the 2014 season, Treinen 
appeared in 15 games, had seven 
starts and posted a 2.49 earned 
run average.
It wasn’t until the 2015 sea-
son that Treinen moved to the 
bullpen and became an everyday 
player in the majors. In Wash-
ington, Treinen made some valu-
able connections and friend-
ships, including one of the best 
pitchers in the game — Stephen 
Strasburg.
“I learned a lot from (Stras-
burg), we were pretty good 
friends I would say. He’s an un-
believable talent; he would 
throw me some ideas and it 
would work,” Treinen said. 
“Same goes for Gio Gonzalez 
and Tanner Roark, nobody re-
ally knows that name [Roark] 
but he’s been huge for me. A lot 
of successful individuals in the 
bullpen helped me.”
Treinen struggled in the first 
half of the season in 2017 with 
the Washington Nationals uni-
form. He had a 5.37 earned run 
average in 37 appearances.
In the midst of his struggles, 
Treinen was traded back to the 
team that drafted him, the Oak-
land Athletics.
“It was bittersweet, it was 
kind of a nice thing to come 
back to a team that drafted me, 
but it really felt like a divorce for 
a lack of a better term. I came 
up with a team that was already 
successful, to be a part of it was 
amazing,” Treinen said of the 
trade. “I secretly pull for them 
on the side, but I am an A’s fan 
now. … I am excited for a new 
chapter, thankful for the past 
opportunities.”
A change of scenery could’ve 
been the reason Treinen flour-
ished in his closer role the sec-
ond half with the Athletics and 
posted a 2.13 earned run average 
and had 13 saves.
This season, Treinen seems 
poised to pick up where he left 
off, but the question remains to 
be how many opportunities he 
will get on an Athletics squad 
that doesn’t appear poised to 
contend for the postseason.
“We all have high expecta-
tions, we are hopeful to have 
a good year. You never know 
what’s going to happen. We are 
going to try to put our best foot 
forward, things got to fall your 
way too,” Treinen said.
SUBMITTED 
Blake Treinen is the closer for the Oakland Athletics. He played for South Dakota State 
in 2010 and 2011. Treinen had 13 saves for the Athletics in 2017
Jacks lose two out of three against Omaha, prepare for Fort Wayne
Collegian photo by ABBY FULLENKAMP 
Junior Nick Smith follows through after hitting the ball during the game against Fort Wayne April 2, 2017. The Jacks are 4-19 overall and 2-5 in the conference. SDSU hosts Dakota State at 3 p.m. Wednesday, April 11.
TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter
South Dakota State dropped 
two of three games to the Oma-
ha Mavericks this weekend, but 
managed to avoid a sweep.
The Jacks (4-19, 2-5) had 
26 hits in the three games but 
they were unable to capitalize on 
their opportunities. SDSU left 
35 runners stranded on base.
“There were a couple cas-
es where we hit the ball right on 
the nose, but they made great 
plays,” head coach Rob Bish-
op said. “Instead of focusing on 
getting hits, it needs to be good 
plate appearances.”
Junior Nick Smith was ab-
sent from the lineup against the 
Omaha Mavericks and hasn’t 
played since March 17 against 
Oral Roberts when he had just 
one at bat.
When he has been at the 
plate, Smith has made a differ-
ence for the Jacks. He is hit-
ting at a .200 mark and has had 
a few extra base hits with two 
doubles and a triple.
Sophomore Landon Badger 
was back in the lineup against 
Omaha and started, but ac-
cording to Bishop, he still isn’t 
healthy. Badger has hit at a .235 
batting average mark and has 
walked four times this season.
“Those two guys change our 
team when they are clicking,” 
Bishop said. “There is no ques-
tion in my mind that when we 
get those two guys back that we 
will be better, especially against 
right-handed pitching.”
The weather, continues to 
define the Jacks season as the 
games against Omaha were 
forced to push games one and 
two to a doubleheader.  
Weather hasn’t only impact-
ed games, it has forced the Jacks 
to move their practices inside 
the Sanford Jackrabbit Athletic 
Complex.
“Obviously it’s a great facil-
ity, but it’s not the same as far 
as seeing the ball in the air and 
playing on dirt is so much differ-
ent than playing on turf,” Bishop 
said. “Until we get into a pattern 
where we can be outside and do-
ing those things we will struggle 
with consistency.
Up next for the Jacks, they 
will host Fort Wayne, who is last 
in the Summit League. The se-
ries is going to be in Sioux Falls 
due to weather.
Fort Wayne (6-17, 2-7) has 
struggled this year, especially 
in the Summit League, but are 
coming off of a series win over 
the Western Illinois Leather-
necks.
Keeping runs off the board 
has been a weak spot for the 
Mastodons as opposing teams 
have scored 170 runs against 
their pitching staff.
The lineup for the Mast-
odons features two batters that 
can get a high volume of hits and 
rank in the top four for Summit 
League batting average.
“I think what you will see 
from us, is in the last six weeks, 
hopefully we will be playing 
our best baseball outside,” Bish-
op said. “At the end of the day, 
as long as we are in that Con-
ference tournament with the 
chance to play our best baseball 
to earn a spot in the regional, 
that’s what we are aiming for ev-
ery year.”
The series with Fort Wayne 
will begin at 3 p.m. April 6 in 
Sioux Falls.
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ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
After winning two games in 
its first Summit League se-
ries March 30, the South Da-
kota State softball team was set 
to play its home opener against 
North Dakota April 3. However, 
it was postponed due to weather. 
The game will be played on May 
1 instead.
The Jacks were also sup-
posed to play the South Dakota 
Coyotes April 7 and 8 in Brook-
ings, but will instead play at 
Bowden Field in Sioux Falls.
Head coach Krista Wood said 
the Jacks have played on the 
road all year and don’t mind 
having to do it some more.
“Honestly, we tell our kids to 
control what they can control, 
this is something we can’t con-
trol,” Wood said. “We just have 
to move on and play these games 
when we’re allowed to, and 
wherever we’re allowed to.”
SDSU improved to 21-10 on 
the season after defeating the 
Omaha Mavericks in two out 
of three games. The Jacks out-
scored the Mavericks 20-8.
“It was a good weekend. 
Our team fought hard, even in 
the game we came up short. To 
come out and get the win in our 
first series in Summit League 
play was important,” Wood said.
      Senior outfielder Julia An-
dersen hit two home runs and 
a triple during the series, and 
senior utility player Brittney 
Morse had nine runs batted in 
and one home run.
Senior pitcher Madison 
Hope had a career-high nine 
strikeouts in the first game and 
followed it up with seven in the 
second game.
“She’s doing a great job get-
ting ahead in the count and mix-
ing her pitches on and off the 
plate,” Wood said. “She’s also 
done a good job at command-
ing her pitches and putting them 
where she wants them.”
South Dakota is 13-24 overall 
and 3-3 in the Summit League. 
They swept Omaha in their first 
series in the Summit League and 
then were swept by Western Il-
linois. Wood said the Jacks will 
have their work cut out for them 
against the Coyotes because they 
are very good offensively.
“They have some kids that 
can swing the bat and we’re go-
ing to have to outscore them,” 
she said.
        South Dakota has the most 
hits, home runs and highest bat-
ting average as a team in the 
Summit League. SDSU is sec-
ond in all of those categories. 
USD junior catcher Jessica Rog-
ers leads the Summit League in 
home runs with 11.
The Jacks have the top-three 
hitters in the Summit League in 
senior Abby Murphy, Brittney 
Morse and Julia Andersen. They 
are hitting .438, .383 and .377, 
respectively.
       SDSU has won nine of its 
last 11 games, but Wood said 
there are still some things the 
Jacks could improve on.
“We do have things roll-
ing, but we need to stay focused 
during the first five innings, so 
that we’re not trying to battle 
back in the end and fall short,” 
Wood said. “More than any-
thing, we need to continue to get 
better and not be satisfied with 
where we’re at and what we’re 
doing now, because we do want 
to be the best.”
Sports
in brief
Track and Field
The SDSU men’s and women’s 
track and field teams participated 
in the Stanford Invitational in 
Stanford, California, and the San 
Francisco State Distance Carnival 
in Hayward, California, March 30 
and 31.
On the men’s side, junior Kyle 
Burdick came in second in the 
5,000-meter. 
Junior Rachel King came 
in third in the 3,000-meter 
steeplechase. She set a school 
record with a time of 10:01. 
Sophomore Jaymie O’Connor 
came in first in the 100-meter 
hurdles with a time of 14.16 
seconds.
What’s next: The men and women 
will travel to Vermillion April 7 for the 
Dakota Duals.
Equestrian
The No. 4 ranked South Dakota 
State equestrian team defeated 
No. 2 University of Tennessee at 
Martin March 31 in Dallas, Texas 
on a tiebreaker 8-8 (2,267.25-
1,894) to take third place at the 
United Equestrian Conference 
Championship.
The Jacks fell to Southern 
Methodist University in the 
semifinals 15-1 March 30. 
Against UT Martin, SDSU swept 
horsemanship 4-0. Senior Nichole 
Zazula defeated Devon Woods 
144-143 and sophomore Rylee 
Streit defeated Bobbie Piddock 
144-135.5.
Sophomore Jessica Martinez 
had the only point in Equition over 
fences defeating Monika Zoromski 
158-139.
What’s next: SDSU will travel to 
Waco, Texas, April 18 to participate 
in the National Collegiate Equestrian 
Association Championship.
Tennis
The Jackrabbit tennis teams were 
in action over the weekend. The 
men fell against Iowa 7-0, 6-0. 
The women lost against Western 
Illinois 6-1 and also fell to Denver 
and Oral Roberts 1-0. 
Junior Morgan Brower won 
the lone point for SDSU against 
Western Illinois with a 4-6, 6-3, 
10-4 decision. The teams are now 
a combined 0-29 on the season.
What’s next: Feb. 23 SDSU will head 
to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, to face 
Marquette, Milwaukee and Cardinal 
Stritch.
Softball home opener postponed, will play in Sioux Falls
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Junior Baily Janssen swings during the game September 25, 2016. The SDSU softball team is 21-10 on the season and will play South Dakota April 7 and 8 in Sioux Falls.
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Junior Rachel King competes in the second heat of the women’s 5,000-meter run Feb. 
10. The Jacks will travel to Vermillion for the Dakota Duals Saturday, April 7. 
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK: 
MADISON HOPE
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As the search for Chris Bono’s 
replacement continues, here’s a 
look at some of the possible can-
didates that could fill in the po-
sition nicely for SDSU wres-
tling.
Mike Zadick, Iowa State Asso-
ciate Head Coach
 The Great Falls, Montana, 
native, Zadick, has put together 
an impressive resume, both on 
the mat during his wrestling ca-
reer and as an assistant coach.
 As a wrestler with the 
Iowa Hawkeyes, Zadick was an 
All-American three times and 
won the 149-pound Big 12 title 
in 2002.
 Zadick spent 10 years on the 
Hawkeyes staff after his wres-
tling career ended and filled 
three roles as an interim assis-
tant coach, volunteer assistant 
and a strength coach.
 More recently, Zadick was 
an assistant with Virginia Tech 
from 2015 to 2017, the Hokies 
went 34-3 and had 11 All-Amer-
icans in his two-year stint in 
Blacksburg, Virginia. Zadick 
spent the 2017 season at Iowa 
State as an associate head coach.
 After all of his assistant 
head coach success, you have 
to wonder, is it time for him to 
be the head man at a promi-
nent program? Will South Da-
kota State again recruit from 
the Iowa State coach mine that 
brought them Chris Bono?
Sammie Henson, former West 
Virginia Head Coach
 In late March, West Virgin-
ia announced they would not be 
renewing the contract of then-
head coach, Sammie Henson.
 Henson just couldn’t get go-
ing at West Virginia. During 
his four years as the head of the 
Mountaineers program, Henson 
compiled a 27-39 record.
 The 47-year-old Missou-
ri alumnus could be looking for 
another job and just might find 
himself back in the Big 12.
 Henson is another can-
didate with his own excellent 
wrestling resume, as he has won 
three World medals, including a 
1998 World Wrestling Champi-
onship.
 The question remains, can 
Henson find success in coaching 
at the Big 12 level?
Steve Costanzo, Saint Cloud 
State Head Coach
 SDSU could shift its focus to 
a Division II powerhouse coach 
in Steve Costanzo of SCSU. 
During his 12-year tenure at 
Saint Cloud, Costanzo has put 
together an impressive 188-28 
record.
In the past four years, 
Costazo has won three National 
Championships with the North-
ern Sun Intercollegiate Confer-
ence squad.
 The question for the Jacks 
remains to be will they be able 
to sway Costanzo away from a 
program he built? Can they con-
vince Costanzo like Wisconsin 
convinced Bono?
Candidates to watch on during search 
for Jacks’ new wrestling head coach
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Year: Senior
Hometown: Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Canada
Major: Ecology and 
Environmental Sciences
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The South Dakota State soft-
ball team went 2-1 against the 
Omaha Mavericks over the 
weekend. 
Madison Hope pitched in 
all three games. She had a ca-
reer-high nine strikeouts in 
the first game and had seven 
strikeouts in the second game. 
For this performance, Hope 
has been named The Collegian 
Athlete of the Week.  
Next up, SDSU will take on 
the South Dakota Coyotes in a 
three game series. They were 
supposed to play in Brook-
ings, but will instead play at 
Bowden Field in Sioux Falls 
due to weather.
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Senior Madison Hope pitches during the game against Omaha April 21, 2017. SDSU 
faces USD at 12 p.m. and 2 p.m. Saturday, April 7 in Sioux Falls.
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Junior Brendan Branick pole vaults during the Last Chance track meet Feb. 16 in the Sanford Jackrabbit Athletic Comples. Branick 
placed fourth with a mark of 4.45 meters. The Jacks will travel to Vermillion for the Dakota Duals meet Saturday, April 7. 
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